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In surveying the recent small group-individual literature
tnree major classes of variables emerge* Studies vary due to task
dimensions, group dimensions and Ss dimensions. Therefore, the
purpose of this study will be threefold. First, an attempt will be
made to construct a task corresponding to the optimal task conditions
for group facilitation, and to compare group and individual perfomance
on such a task. Secondly, concerning group dimensions, there will be
some redefinition and clarification of the group variables currently
considered under the concepts of cooperation and competition. This
redefinition will then be related to group cohesion and pressures
toward conformity in addition to individual performance. Finally,
the Ss variables of grade level and ability level will be examined
in relation to the preceding experimental conditions.
Does small group discussion facilitate individual learning?
Numerous studies and reviews (Lorge et al, 1953. Kelley and Thibaut,
1954; Secord and Backraan, 1965; Shaw, 1932; Hall, Morton and Blake,
1963; and others) have dealt with this subject and quite frequently
have concluded that group performance is superior to individual per-
formance under certain specified conditions. Bales (cited in Kelley
and Thibaut, 1954) goes as far as to suggest that group problem solving
is the model for individual problem solving, and that the individual
acquires problem solving skills only by the practice of analysis, syn-
thesis and evaluation as experienced in group performance. However,
the empirical evidence is still highly qualified and contradictory.
2In fact, one of the striking phenomena of group-loilvldu.1 research
taken as a whole. Is Its remarkable lack of consistency across experl-
menta. conditions. The superiority of group vs. Irrilvidual productivity
depends on at least three major types of faotors-mmely. task factors,
type of group factors and Ss factors. Each of these classes of factors
must be given adequate consideration as either a control or a variable
In snail group studies.
Task dimensions.
Meaningful task dimensions have long been ignored in group-
individual performance studies. In fact, much of the research on
group performance has been done using inconsequential problems such
as anagrams, puzzles, games such as twenty questions, with divergent
results and little generalizability to possible application (Lorge
et al, 1958 ? Davis, 1966 ). Recently several authors have etqphasized
one of two specific relevant task dimensions. The first of these di-
mensions refers to a continuum of task interdependence. Breer and
Locke (1965 ) define this continuum in a study exclusively concerned
with the effects of different task demands. Their classification
refers to the collective vs. the individualistic task. A "collective"
task can be defined as one in which a pooling of individuals ' resources
or a division of labor for a common product is the most efficient stra-
tegy for success. An "individualistic" task refers then, to a tank
which can be completed by individuals working alone on separate units
with greater efficiency than by a combined effort. A somewhat similar
distinction is made by Thibaut and Kelley (1959 ) when they refer to
conjunctive and disjunctive tasks; by Miller and Hamblin (1963 ) in
3reference to the "means interdependence" of a task, and by Thoms
(1957) using the term "role interdependence". The distinction in
all of these terms is the degree of possible division of labor ard
coordination of resources as opposed to duplication of effort.
Logically, tasks can be defined as nearer one end of the continuum
than the other. Thus Deutsch*s (1949) cooperative discussion problem
is considered to be of high interdependence and Phil p ' s (1940) trans-
ferring
-marbles «to-a-box task of low interdependence.
Empirically the two kinds of tasks near either end of the con-
tinuum have distinctly different results. Group variables designed
to increase the intra
-group cooperation have consistently facilitated
performance in the high interdependent task and have a neutral or
negative effect on the low interdependent tasks. (Miller and Hasblin,
1963-review of 24 studies; Thomas. 1957).
A second task dimension of relative importance concerns task
^Lfflculty level or complexity. In general, group discussion facili-
tates individual learning more when the task is of moderate difficulty
level. (Lott and Lott, 1966). According to Shaw (ISO 2) a major reason
for group superiority is rejection of incorrect solutions. This process
is only possible when items are of moderate difficulty.
Considering these two variables of task interdependence and task
complexity, it seems possible to construct meaningful tasks which are
of moderate Interdependence and of moderate complexity. Such tasks
would provide a more nearly predictable test for group variables.
A potential task area involves the educational concept of
problem solving, particularly applieational problem solving. Bloom
4(1964) define,
.ppUcational preble, wiving .. that bahavlor vhloh
Involves seleotion of appropriate faeta and principles, evaluating
their relevance to a nev set of circumstances, aid using such facts
and principles to reach a solution to the nev clrouastanoea. This Is
to be contrasted with the amorphous collection of items (pussies, ana-
grama, transferring martles, etc.) currently referred to as problem
solving in the psychological literature. (D«vis. 1966). Bloom*
i
types of applicational problem solving behavior has frequently been
cited as an important educational aim and yet it is considered a
difficult type of behavior to elicit. (Dressel and Nelson, 1956 ani
others). Furthermore, while there is considerable research on the
relatively simple learning behavior of acquisition of facts and prin-
ciples, comparatively few studies have dealt with the more complex
behavior Involved in applioational problem solving. Tet this is Just
the type of task which is optimal in small group studies. Applica-
tional problem solving items can be constructed of moderate complexity,
and theoretically have the potential for moderate interdependence.
Group discussion of such problems involve several roles—presentation
of opinions concerning relevant facts, clarification and justification
of appropriateness, rejection of errors, etc.
Therefore, it is proposed that applicational problems, specific-
ally science applicational problems, can readily meet the criteria of
a realistic and meaningful task, of moderate potential interdependence
and which can be constructed to be of moderate difficulty level. Such
task items will be pretested on a population of individual Ss and those
items which are empirically determined to be of moderate difficulty
will constitute the final experimental task.
Distribution of rewards.
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A second Important sector of small group variables concerns
type of group factors. The area of cooperation-competition is of
particular concern. However, the whole area of oooperation-competi-
tion needs further examination. To begin with, cooperation anl com-
petition when operationalized is usually not a unitary concept as
several authors have noted. (Murphy, Murphy and Newcomb, 1937; May
and Doeb, 1937 J Miller and Hamblin, 1963 ; Thomas, 1957; Phillips and
Devault, 1957) • To illustrate the difficulties in operational defi-
nition it is necessary first, to go back to the classic Deutsch (1949)
theoretical definition. Deutsch defined a cooperative sooial situation
as one in which members of the group have "promotively interdependent
goals'*. Groups have promotively interdependent goals when a "goal
region oan be entered... by ary given individual or subunit only If
all the individuals or subunits under consideration can also enter
their respective goal regions." Similarly a competitive social situa-
tion exists when there are "contriently interdependent goals" or in
"a goal region is entered by any individual. ..the other individuals
or subunits will bs (to some degree) unable to reach their respective
goals." These two conditions, conceived as end points on a continuum
were found by Deutsch to have differential effects on group perform-
ance, the process of group functioning and the cohesiveness of the
group. However, cooperation, more than competition, is very dlfflcui
to operationalize without 1) losing some of the meaning of cooperation
6or 2) confounding 2 or 3 .nUcd.nt vorUbl.. Into
. glob.1 cono.pt
of cooperation.
First, cooperation is frequently induced by inter-group co^>e-
tition. However, competition is not necessarily tilled in the defi-
nition of "promotively interdependent goals." Meed, in intergroup
competition one could say that the individual has simultaneously a
situation of "promotively interdependent goals," with respect to his
own team and of "contriently interdependent goals" with respect to
other teams. This was contrasted with the competitive condition of
intra-group competition, in which the irdividual was faced with a
less complex situation of simply "contriently inteideperrient goals."
To use the label cooperative for this definition is definitely mis-
leading. It is probably more precise to label this study and others
like it, as studies in the differential distribution of rewards if
they are concerned with inter- and intra-group competition toward
some desired goal. Although the preceding definition of cooperation
as distribution of rewards seems to lack sons of the broader meaning
of "promotively Interdependent goals," it is actually preferable to
the following two types of confounded definitions.
One type of definition involves the confounding of the absolute
level of incentive along with the distribution of rewards. For example,
some Investigators (Phillips, 1956) define competition as intra-group
rivalry and cooperation as simply the absence of intra-group rivalry.
Thus the competitive group not only has the goal of reaching some
desired end (i.e. completion of the problem, a "well done" group mural,
etc.) but they have the added incentive of a prize for the first (or
7' " t) *"**- Th# co°P*~tiv group lacks such an aided incentive.
It is clear that the competition condition in this type of experiment
involves not only the differential distribution of r**nls but alee
the mere presence of a reward that is not given in the comparison
group. The superiority of competitive over cooperative coalitions in
this type of study could be explained by the increased incentive alone.
A second confounding problem in operational definition concerns
the operational procedures which change the nature of the task between
the cooperative and the competitive conditions so that they are no
longer comparable. For example. Deutsch's (1949) cooperative groups
were to be judged on the basis of the quality of an integrated group
product. His competitive groups were told that they were to be judged
on the oral contribution of each member to the group's discussion prior
to the construction of the final product—a product vs. a process goal.
Similarly, Phillips' (1956) competitive Ss were rewarded for individual
rapid insightful answers while his cooperative Ss received no such re-
ward for guessing behavior. It can be seen that this change in task
is usually reflected on the dimension of task interdependence, with
the cooperative task often being more interdependent than the coog>eti-
tive task. But as we have previously mentioned there is an Interaction
between interdependent goals or distribution of rewards and task inter-
dependence
. (Miller and Hatriblin, 1963* Thomas, 1957) • Cooperative
goal interdependence is superior to competitive incentives when the
task is an interdependent one, such as human relations problems requiring
a group decision. When there is low task interdependence, the effect of
goal interdependence is unclear, generally with competitive motivation
8slightly higher. To confound the two factors would then increase the
difference between the two conditions.
Considering this confusion of definition* in this study the tern
distribution of reward will be used to refer to the intra- and inter-
group competition as well as Individualistic competitive conditions.
The degree of incentives will remain constant with one out of every
three Ss receiving a reward. Only distribution of rewards between
specific individuals will vary.
Specifically* three distinct experimental conditions will bs
compared. In the equal distribution reward condition (or inter-group
competition) all three interacting menbers of the same team will receive
an equal reward in competition with 2 other teams. In the differential
distribution of rewards condition (or intra-group competition) only one
member of each three menber interacting team will be rewarded. In the
individualistic condition (a control for small group processes) all Ss
will work alone with a ratio of one in three Ss being rewarded in eaoh
experimental session.
Ons further consideration concerning the distribution of renwrds
involves how this variable is hypothesised to affect productivity. Lott
and Lott (1965) in their review of cohesion as defined as "interpersonal
attraction" generally find that cooperative instructions are antecedents
of increased cohesion. Using a variety of measures. Stendler.
Damrin,
aid Haines (1951) with second grade children, and Phillips
and D'imico
(1956) with fourth-grade children, and Gottheil (1955)
working with
eight-grade students, as well as several adult studies,
all found in-
creased attraction as a result of cooperating on
a task with a shared
9reward. Furthermore, cohesion has generally but not always facilitated
group productivity. (Iott and Lott. 1965). In addition, there is
generally a positive relation between cohesion and a consequent uni-
formity of opinion (lott and Lott. 1965). If this assumption is correct,
one might oonclude that one could induce cohesion and pressures towanl
conformity by equivalent rather than differential reward instructions,
and by group performance rather than individual performance. An in-
crease problem solving performance would be accomplished by an irorease
in cohesion and pressures toward conformity indices. In order to test
this hypothesis, this study will take concurrent measures of cohesion
as measured by a group atmosphere scale and of pressure toward conform-
ity by the amount of consensus within each discussion group.
Subject variables .
Considerable variation in the results of small group studies
occur with the use of different Ss populations. Indeed, frequently
reviewers (Lorge, 1958; Phillips and Ds Vault, 1957; Roseborough,
1953; May and Doob. 1937) have mentioned the potential sources of
variation as differences in cohesion, cooperative norms, style of
responding, etc. For example, Fiedler's (1953) study, using plane
crews, an unusually cohesive population, indicates that sontrary to
the usual cohesion and productivity studies, those crews showing the
highest degree of "psychological closeness" were less productive than
the lower level cohesive groups. It might be further hypothesised that
the frequently used college student population is an unusually competi-
tive population. Although it has frequently been suggested that a use
of grade school children would provide a broader population as well as
10
a developmental perfective. relative few rtudl„^ chlu„n
have been founl in the literature. FUrthereore. of thee.
uslrg children were don. before the widespread ua. of .4,^ ,utu_
tloal techniques
.
thus leaving the conclusions uncertain. In this
study the two Ss variables of grade-age level ard aehi.veeent level
Will be specifically manipulated.
Grade
-age level .
The age of the Ss In group problem solving effect* not only the
problem solving ability, but the social, motivational characteristic.
Of the Individuals In small group Interaction. It might be assumed
that the problem solving ability would be gradual arrl continuous and
more related to cognitive development. Group Interaction process In
heterosexual groups might be fluctuating and more dependent on temporary
sooial ard physical maturation factors. Therefore, the early adolescent
period, specifically the seventh and eighth grade will be selected to
examine these two factors. It might be assumed that the cognitive
development between these two grades would be mininal, offering perhaps
similar problem solving ability. However, since the spring of the
seventh grade is a period of maximal difference between male and female
maturation and the incumbent social distance between the sexes, it would
be expected that the seventh grade (in comparison with the eighth grade)
would show minimal receptivity to reward conditions encouraging goal
Interdependence in a mixed sex group. Therefore, Ss from the seventh
and eighth grade will be compared under all three instruction conditions
in heterosexual groups.
uof achievement
.
It is obvious that on any task 3a with a past history of high
achievement are likely to have a greater success than those with a
past history of lower achievement. It la far lees obvious, however,
to predict how high and low achievement students are affected by group
discussion or by intre- and Inter- group competition ae compared with
individual competition. There are two equally plausible anl opposite
predictions.
Ons line of reasoning is as follows. Academic achievement is
culturally a highly individualistic, competitive enterprise. Breer
and Looks (1965) show evidence that the rewarded experience of indivi-
dualistic tasks tends to induce a generaliaad attitude of copir^ with
a wide variety of circumstances with individualistic strategies. It
would be expected then, that high achievement students, having a higher
past history success rate for individually competitive behaviors would
adapt more readily to the competitive than to the cooperative condition.
Low achievement students having a past history of less success and even
frequent failures under an individualistic strategy would be less condi-
tioned to an indlvidualietie strategy. Since the task in the present
experiment is of moderate interdependence and demands collective behavior
under equivalent instructions, it would be expected that high ability
Ss would adapt more readily to the individualistic competition than the
low ability Ss.
Another, opposing prediction might be made. High science achieve-
ment often correlates with a high verbal ability. Also, group discussion
emphasizes the ability to express one's opinion with some clarity in
12
order to ooraundoete end thus Influence mother «ob*r’. oplnlon
.
Therefore. It night be expeoted thet high eblUty group. eight be
better able to utlllte group dlacueelon. Thus, high achi.vea.nt So
would score higher after group rather than lnilvidual coalitions
i*eraas, low achievement students would show less difference between
group and individual conditions.
To conpare achievement levels. 3s in both ths seventh and eighth
grade samples will be divided in half on the basis of scores on a basic
skills composite score and a science achievement score. The top half
of the Ss in each grade will constitute the high achievement sample.
The final experimental design is presented in Table 1.
Adequate controls .
Many critics of small group research have argued that group
superiority is due primarily to pseudo-effects—that is, to a series
of theoretical and statistical artifacts—rather than due to any faci-
litation derived from the group interaction process Itself. The slsple
statistical artifacts might be considered first.
Two statistical considerations, artifacts since they have no
relation to group interaction, tend to inflate group productivity
scores over individual scores. First, in problems requiring a minimum
of one correct solution reached by one or more menbers of a group, the
probability of one member of the group arriving at the correct solution
by cbanoe is obviously higher than the probability of any single indivi-
dual reaching that solution. Then the group score is singly the score
of the top Individual on each item. (Shaw, 1932, as contrasted with
Marquart, 1955). A second possible pseudo-effect concerns the criterion
13
Table 1
wtperlaental D««ign
Grade Achieve-
ment ClMt
Distribution of Kewanle
Equivalent Differential Iniividual
7 High 1
si s27 s54
2 • e e
e
3 S26 s53
379
Low 4 s80 s104 S129
5 e e e
e e
e
6 ho3 S125 s151
a tiigh 7
s152
e
s175
•
s199
e
8
e
e
e
e
e
e
9 S174
S198 s215
Low 10
sa6 3235 s255
s234 S254 S27612
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by which group products are considered superior. Although group
products are often superior In speed arri quantity to the
-aroroge-
individual product, this superiority is rerely sufficient to coi^en-
aate fbr the mn-hours involved. Thu. the solution of a four—n group
i» rareljr 4 times faster, more accurate or more complete than that of
a single individual, (Husband, 1940 1 Taylor and Fhuat, 1952}
In order to compare group effects due to Interaction, uncontami-
nated with pseudo- or statistical group effects, it seems logical to
compare individual scores of group mentors after interacting In groups
with the scores of solitary individuals. Furthermore, the focus of
this study is on individual learning as a result of group discussion,
and individuals, not groups, learn. It is the social modification of
individual solutions, not the combination or weightier of iidividuals'
solutions to form a group product, that is of concern. Thus individual
scores rather than group products will be the criterion measure.
A final consideration concerns the amount of information or
knowledge that the members of a group possess. Soma critics have felt
that the group is superior to the individual because certain individuals
possess superior knowledge and dominate the efforts or errors of the
less knowledgeable members. Although this is a legitimate function of
small group process, it might seem reasonable to limit its effects and
thus focus on the communication and Influence functions among mentors
with relatively equal knowledge. Many studies have not adequately con-
trolled or even specified the prior level of relevant knowledge pos-
sessed by the members.
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Therefore, in order to reduce the range of knowledge available
to a single group the following controls will be used in this study.
First, in order to present a problem task new to all Ss, genatlos
problems will be used. Secondly, to equate member knowledge of rele-
vant facts and principles, Ss will be taught by a standsid programmed
booklet. All Ss will conplete the programmed booklet oontainii* 33
response items with feedback at their own rate of speed. Alter presen-
tation of the programmed facts and principles. So be teeted with
feedback on all major facts and principles. They will also be retested
on the day of the experimental session with a criterion of 9<# correct
for all Ss included in the experiment. Thus the relevant facts and
principles will be equivalent for all team mentors as well as across
conditions. In addition, Ss will be assessed for general sclenoe
achievement level and each experimental team will consist of members
in a relatively narrow range of ability. Specifically, Ss in sach
grade will be divided into six classes representing 6 rank ordered
levels of achievement. All teams will consist of only members at the
same ability level.
METHOD
Subject
a
Two hundred and seventy-five seventh and eighth grade students
in twelve regularly scheduled science classes participated in the ex-
perimental procedure. In addition, 16 other 3s participated, whose
data were not reported. Three of these Ss failed to meet a criterion
of 9<$ correct on the preliminary test of facts arri principles. Thir-
teen 3s failed to complete the experimental task in the time allotted.
All experimental Ss were drawn from one, small-town, consolidated junior
high school and represented the school's total population after the
elimination of special classes for the retarded arri "slow learner"
students. The town selected has a heterogeneous population with re-
spect to economic and ethnic composition.
An additional 120 seventh and eighth grade students in six
study-hall sections of a similar small-town junior high school were
used to pre-test the efficacy of the instructional material and the
difficulty level and discrimination index of the test materials. Indi-
viduals from a third town were used for the initial modifications in
comprehension level of both the instructional and test materials.
Achievement levels.
Homogeneous groups of 3s consisted of students in the same class-
classes having previously been assigned on the basis of the rank order-
ing of scores on the Iowa Basic Skills composite score, and the Stanford
17
science achievement
.core (alao, previous grades, teacher reccwerrfa-
Uon and I.Q.). One-third of the Si in each class were randomly
assigned to each of the three experimental conditions. Sa in the top
Uirae classes in each grade were considered High Aohievewnt Level,
those in the bottom three classes, Low Achievement Level.
Materials
,
The experimental materials consisted of two parts—the instruc-
tional materials used to Insure a standard set of knowledge for
individuals in all conditions, and the applioational problem solving
materials.
The instructional material was in the form of a modified pro-
gramed booklet and accompanying review test. The program consisted
of a series of short paragraphs presenting the basic coaponents of
genetics. At the end of each paragraph and scattered between para-
graphs of text were sentences containing one or more response blanks.
There were a total of 33 response blanks within the program. The pro-
gram and review test was in the form of an 11-page, x 11 mimeographed
booklet. (See Appendix 1) • The booklet was constructed with a title
page containing 5 basic words to accompany the verbal introduction,
followed by three pages of text, an answer sheet, three .bore pages of
text with an answer sheet, a review test sheet and the review answer
sheet. The pages of text were of consecutive decreasing width with
the answer sheet extending beyond the width of the text pages. On the
answer sheets were response blanks (visible while reading the accoapary-
ir*j text) and the correct response (typed to the left of the response
blank ard not visible while reading the text page). Thus, response
18
could be toad# on the answer sheet opposite the blank In the text aid
then lTji;edlately checked for aocuieoy by 3 turning over the edge of
the rage and observing the eorrect response typed on the answer sheet.
(See Appendix I.) The mimeographed review test aid acooapenyli* answer
sheet consisted of 15 flll-ln type question, presents without prlnUd
Answers.
The appliestional problem solvlx^ test consisted of s 5-page
8i x 11 mimeographed booklet and a single 8$ x 11 answer sheet. (See
Appendix II) , Each page contained background information in diagram
and/or paragraph style presenting a genetic situation. This exposition
was followed by s series of multiple-choice questions concerning this
situation. The warm-up problem (page 1) contained three questions
which were similar to the experimental problems. Each of the remainirg
problem situations contained six related questions.
The problem items were selected according to Bloom's categories
of educational objectives (1956) to represent the process of "applica-
tion" of facts and principles. Previously compiled and tested raw
items (Dresael and Nelson. 1956) were selected, since the plausibility
of the multiple choice alternatives had already been evaluated. Most
items had to be re-written, however, to accommodate the lower reading
comprehension of junior high school students. The answer sheet con-
tained letters corresponding to the multiple-choice alternatives oppo-
site the number for each question and sufficient space to indicate by
circling and crossing, first and second choice responses, respectively.
In addition, a group cohesion scale, composed of a series of
senanUc differential scales, for subjective assessment of problem
19
solving group cohesiveness, completes the applioatioml nUriali.
(See Appendix III).
Pretest.
Since all materials were essentially original, it was necessary
to test their efflcaoy in several phases.
First, the instructional program was administered individually
to five students—two of above-average ability and three of low-average
ability—to modify the clarity of presentation and reduce the error rate.
Following this individual testing, the instructional material was ad-
ministered under classroom conditions to one class of 23 above-average
students and one class of 20 below-average ability students. This
administration included a verbal introduction and post-test review in
order to test for cosqpletion within one class period. This process
resulted in 959* of the Ss completing the program ip 25 minutes with
9<# or better correct.
The next phase of pretesting involved both the modified program
and the appliestioral problem test. Six problems, each with six Mul-
tiple-choice items, for a total of 36 items were tested for difficulty
level and discrimination index. Initially, pairs of students of similar
ability participated. The program was administered in the standard in-
dividual fora. Then, students working together as a pair, with S
observing, discussed and attempted to solve the applications! test.
Items were changed at this point for readability and comprehension but
not for difficulty level. Then the completed peterial* were adminis-
tered to four classes of Ss of both high airi low ability levels. On
the basis of this group data, items were analyzed for difficulty
^evei
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•ni discrimination ind«. 24 ifM w.r. ..Uct* „hloh WPt of Btdl-
difficulty 1.T.1 and maxi,™, dlsorirtnstlon ind.x. Two of th. four pp,.
test olasses solved the application^ problsss und.r a«sll g rettp discus-
sion conditions.
Procedure
.
Th.
.xp.rla.nt consistsd of two 45
-minut. s.asions. eoniueWi
during r^ularly soiwwJulod sci.no. periods on two consscutlv. days.
An outline of the procedure 1a as follows t
Day 1 — Instructional Phase
Introduction and Instructions—7 minutes
Program Booklet and Review Test—25 minutes
Oral Review—10 minutes
Correction and Collection of Papers—2 minutes
Day 2 — Applicational Phase
Review Test
—7 minutes
Division into Three Conditions—1 minute
Instructions and Warm-Up Problem—8 minutes
Problem 1—6 minutes
Problem II—6 minutes
Problem III—6 minutes
Problem IV—6 minutes
Cohesion Measure—4 minutes.
Day 1 — Instructional Phase
E was introduced to the class by the classroom teacher. Ss were
told that they were taking part in an experiment to test some methods
for iag>lementing some new instructional materials. Their cooperation
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for the next two day* was requested. E then distributed the pro-
grammed booKlets, while briefly introducing the field of genetics.
E attempted to keep the Introductory comments as close to the stanlard
fora as possible. In the course of the introductory coanents. E direc-
ted os attention to the five basic words printed on the cover of the
booklet and necessary for later discussion. E repeated each of these
words twice together with a partial clue to their meaning. E then
instructed Ss in the use of the booklet. Se were told:
"Carefully read each paragraph in the booklet until
you come to a blank. Then decide from the material you
have just read, what word belongs in the blank. Fill in
this word on your answer sheet opposite the number of that
blank. 'When you have filled in the blank on your answer
sheet, then lift the edge of the text page and look at
the correct answer typed on your answer sheet next to the
spot where you wrote your answer. If you were correct,
you may continue to the next paragraph. If you were in-
correct, you are to cross out your mistake and write in
the correct answer, before you continue to the next item.”
The first paragraph was then read aloud and demonstrated, complete
with correction procedure. Ss were also shown the review test at the
end of the booklet and instructed to complete this page without printed
answers immediately after completing the program. After any questions
had been answered, Ss proceeded through the program and review test
without interruption for 25 minutes. At the end of 25 minutes Ss were
told to stop, and E conducted an oral review based on the review test.
Ss answered as a class the review items, discussing the relevant reason
ing and related questions. Ss were instructed to correct their test
papers by crossing out incorrect items and filling in the correct
response. All papers and booklets were then collected and the class
dismissed
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Day 2 — Applications^ Problem Solvir^.
At the beginning of the sees ion, 3s were again given the answer
blank for the review facts and principles test. Questions were read
orally in two halves, with the answers given after each half of the
test. Answers were given in context, as
"The gene pattern of the individual is called the genotype."
rather than
"The answer to nunber 6 is 'genotype'."
Ss were not instructed to correct their own answers but only to note
what the correct answer was. (Knowledge of results.) At the comple-
tion of the facts and principles test, Ss were randomly assigned to the
three experimental conditions and directed to three separate rooms.
Three E's were used for this phase of the experiment—the original £
and two others. (Since each cell in the experimental design contains
Ss from three classes, the K's were completely counterbalanced.)
All Ss were given an applicatioml problem solving booklet and
one answer sheet. In the group discussion conditions Ss were also
randomly divided into discussion groups of three members each.
Instructions,
All Ss were told that they were competing and that three of the
nine Ss present would receive an A in this project and have their scores
posted the following week in science class. All Ss were discouraged
from guessing and encouraged to use all available information. All Ss
were told that they were to Indicate their first and second choice.
The three experimental conditions were then established by differential
instructions.
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1. Equal Reward Group—Team Cooperation (E)
"To encourage you to do your best, we will have a
little team competition between these groups. We
will add the scores of each member of your group
together. Then we will pick the winning group
out of these three groups. The names of all the
members of the winning group will be posted (next
week) in your science class."
Ss were then shown the booklet, told to read and discuss the first
problem situation and all the related questions, then turn away from
their group and mark their own answers independently. Again before
starting the practice problem, Ss were reminded of the competition!
"Remember the scores of your group will be combined
to determine the winner, so the group with the best
discussion and suggestions will get the highest score."
After the practice problem, Ss were instructed to mark their first
choice with a circle and their second choice with an X. Before each
problem, Ss were reminded of the competition or the value of discus-
sion. For example,
"Remember to win you will want every member of your
group to understand as much as possible about this
problem.
"
or
"Use your discussion to consider all the possible
facts and principles that might apply to this
problem.
Ss were given four minutes of uninterrupted discussion for each prob-
lem situation arri then gently warned to finish their discussion and
mark their answers in the next two minutes . After a total of six
minutes on a problem, Ss were told they should be about ready to go
on to the next problem. At this time reminders of reward conditions
were given.
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2. Differential Reward Group-Intra-Team Coapstltlon (D)
"To encourage you to do your beat work, we will hare
a little competition.
. . You're been divided into
discussion groups. But in each group of three, thepupil with the highest score will win. The naves
of the winners will be posted in your science class
next, This is Group Xj Group Y 5 and Group Z.
For each group there will be a winner."
Ss in this condition were given the same instructlore to read
and discuss the problem situation and all the questions with their
group and mark their own answers independently. Then they were again
reminded of the competition.
"Remember, in each group the pupil with the top
score will win, so use the group discussion and
suggestions to learn as much as possible about the
problem.
"
os In condition (D) were given the same four minutes of uninterrupted
discussion for each problem, followed by a warning to couplet* their
discussion and mark their answers independently in the last two minutes.
They were also warned when it was time to begin the next problem and
reminded of the experimental oonditions. Reminders were as follows:
"Remember, the pupil with the highest score in each
group will win."
or
"Use your discussion to consider all of the possible
facts and principles that might apply to this problem."
3. Individual Reward Group—No Discussion (I).
"To encourage you to do your best work, we will hare
a little coipetition. • . Ws will add the total score
for each student. Then the three students with the
highest scores will win. The names of the winning
students will be posted next week in your science
class."
s# in the individual condition were shown the booklet, told to read
and "carefully consider" each problem and all the related questions.
Then, when they have thought through the problem, they were to proceed
to mark their answers. Sa were then reminded of the oo^jetition aid the
necessity of considering their answers carefully before markirg thee
down. After instructions following the practice problem, individual
subjects proceeded at their own rate of speed. Every six minutes 5a
were interrupted
,
to be told which problems they would be working on
and reminded of the competitive factors.
In the (K) and (D) conditions, during the last four minutes Ss
disbanded their groups, and the cohesion sheet "My Group" was distri-
buted. The scale was demonstrated on the board, and Ss were instructed
to describe on the scale the group with which they had just worked.
Dependent Measures .
The analysis of the appliestional problem solving task included
three separate measures—accuracy, consensus and cohesion.
Accuracy was measured as the total number of correct first choice
answers out of a possible 24 problems for each individual S.
Consensus was defined as the degree of agreement within a group
with respect to the total number correct. The following procedure was
used to determine consensus scores. In the two group conditions, the
absolute deviation of each score from the discussion group roean wa?
the raw score for consensus. As a control for chance deviation a
similar statistic was generated for the individualistic condition.
All Ss were randomly assigned, using a table of random numbers,
to
three member groups with the added constraint that all group
members
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COB® from the same class. Than, the absolute deviation of eaoh score
from this group mean was similarly computed. These deviation scores
? r > 1? all three conditions were then used as the basio data for an amly-
sis of variance. Levine (I960) and Glass (1966), using deviations from
cell means rather than deviations from small group means, suggest this
procedure as a robust test for homogeneity of variance.
The cohesion measure was derived from the 13 semantic differen-
tial items of the group atmosphere scale entitled "My Group." Each
item was recorded on an 8-point scale from negative to positive evalua-
tion. Twelve of these items had previously been used in the literature
as either a single scale of group cohesion, or as two components of
group atmosphere with six items representing a socio-emotional scale
and six items representing a task efficiency scale. (Julian and Perry,
1964) . Therefore 13 items were factor analysed to determine whether
this scale was in fact a unitary scale, a two factor scale as suggested
by Bales (cited in Kelley and Thibaut, 1954) , and Julian and Perry (1964)
,
or a multi-dimensional scale. Since the distribution of scores on all
items was skewed, scores were transformed to dichotomous values above
ard below the median and a tetrachoric correlation used. A principle
factors analysis using the largest r's In the diagonals resulted in a
single factor with a sum of squares larger than 1.0 which accounted
for 74,49 percent of the comnunality. (See Appendix VIII for the un-
rotated factor matrix.) All semantic differential items had loadings
\
on Factor 1 of .63 or higher except for Item 4 "lots-of-fun versus
serious." Therefore Item 4 was omitted from the scale and the remaining
items were combined to constitute a unitary scale. The resultant
raw
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acor« cohesion measure for each S was, therefore, a simple total of
the dichotomous values on each item.
RESULTS
The analysis of the applicational problem solving teak included
the three separate dependent measures of accuracy, consensus and cohe-
•ion. All three measures were analysed in a simple 2X213 analysis
of variance. A least squares conqputational method was used since the
o
cells varied in the number of observations.
Aocuracy .
Table 2 presents the results of the analysis of variance of the
number of correct responses to the problems. Table 3 presents the
corresponding cell means and standard deviations. As expected, high
achievement level students averaged dearly above low achievement level
students. (P=>6o.21, p<,001.) As demonstrated in figure 1 and reflected
by the lack of significant interactions involviiqg achievement level,
high achievement level Ss perform consistently above the low achievement
Sa under all experimental conditions. (Although there is no assumption
of an ordinal scale for distribution of rewards, the three conditions
will be presented in a consistent order in all figures for simplicity .
)
A second finding Indicates that eighth grade Ss scored signifi-
cantly higher than seventh grade Ss . (P«4.04, p<. 05 •) However, the
significant Grade X Instructions Interaction (F-4.16, p<.025.) indicates
that the eighth grade is not consistently superior to the seventh grads
performance over all experimental conditions, as demonstrated in figure 1
An analysis of simple effects indicates that the eight grade was signifi-
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Table 2
Analysis of* Variance of the Number of Correct Responses
Source of Variance d.f
.
M.S. F P
Grade 1 38.32 4.04 p<.05
Achievement Level 1 570.6? 60.21 p<»001
Instructions 2 5^.96 5.80 p<. 005
Grade X Achievement 1 1.84 0.19
Grade X Instructions 2 1.25 4.16 P<.025
Achieve X Instructions 2 1.25 0.13
Grade X Achieve X Inst. 2 10.88 1.15
Error 262 9.48
Table 3
Means and Standard Deviations of Total Number
of Correct Response In the Appllcational Problem Solving Test
Seventh Grade Eighth Grade
Mean St.Dev. Mean St .Dev.
High Achievement
Coop. 12.308 3.247 14.870 4.808
Coop. 12.407 3.249 13.833 3.345
Irri. 12.520 3.002 11.294 2.867
Low Achievement
Coop. 9.583 1.998 11.222 2.340
Comp. 10.320 2.577 10.400 3.P50
Ind. 9.08? 2.811 9.136 2.550
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cantly superior to the seventh grade only in the equivalent reward (E)
condition. (F 8.95. Scheffe's EW p<.05) and was not significantly
different in the differential (D) reward condition or in the individual-
istic (L) condition.
Table 2 also Indicates that there was a significant effect for
the experimental instructions. (F « 5*80, p<,005.) An amlysis of
paired contrasts indicates that both the equivalent and the differen-
tial reward conditions were significantly higher than the Irriiridualis-
tic condition (F1 s of 10.1 and 7*8 respectively) using a conservative
Scheffe* test for experimentwise error rate. (p<.05) The two group
discussion conditions did not differ significantly from each other.
Furthermore, considering the interaction between grade and instructions,
it is clear that much of the difference between conditions is reflected
in the eighth grade and not in the seventh grade scores. An analysis
of each grade separately indicates a significant Instructions effect
for grade eight (B»7.39. p<.001) # and no significant Instructions
effect for grade seven.
Consensus .
Table 4 presents the results of the analysis of variance of
deviation scores with the corresponding cell means and standard devia-
tions listed in Table 5. Experimental instructions was the only signi-
ficant source of variance with an F of 9*96 and p<.001. As can be
seen in Figure 2, the equivalent reward condition produced greater
consensus (less deviation) than the other two conditions. In addition,
the individual condition led to greater chance deviation than the other
two discussion group conditions. It might be pointed out that in the
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Table 4
Analysis of Variance of Deviation Scores
d.f. Mean
Square F P
Total 241
Grade 1 2.78 1.96
Achievement 1 0.64 0.65
Instructions 2 14.09 9.96 PO 001
Grade X Achieve 1 0.55 0.39
Grade X Instruct 2 0.01 0.01
Achieve X Instruct 2 2.10 1.49
Orade X Achieve X Inst. 2 3.73 2.64 pc. 10
Error 229 1.41
Table 5
Means and Standard Deviations of Deviation Scores
Seventh Grade Eighth Grade
Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
High Achievement
Equivalent (B) 1.11 1.25 0.94 1.13
Differential (D) 1.11 1.24 1.36 0.97
Individual (I) 2.25 1.81 1.73 1.68
Low Achievement
Equivalent (E) 0.33 0.74 0.94 1.23
Differential (D) 1.69 1.16 1.44 1.26
Individual (I) 1.55 0.94 1.66 0.91
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(I) condition, consonsns represent, deletion for. . .Utl.tlcl groop
rather than an interacting group.
Cohesion
.
Table 6 and 7 present the analysis of variance a«l correspoiriii*
means and standard deviations for the cohesion index. Cohesion scores
were available only on the interacting group conditions. The sii^le
significant result indicates that low achievement level Ss rated the
groups higher in group cohesion than did the high achievement level Ss.
(Fs4.02, p<.05) Figure 3 illustrates this relationship especially with
respect to grade eight. Figure 3 also suggests a tendency for the
eighth grade scores and the seventh grade low achievement scores to
be higher in the equivalent (E) condition than in the differential (D)
condition with the reverse tree in the seventh grade high achievement
conditt ons. However this triple interaction was not significant.
(f*2.68»
.10 p<.20)
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Table 6
Analysis of Variance of Cohesion Scores
Source of Variance d.f. MeanSquare F P
Total 166
Grade 1 7.33 0.43 P-
Achievement 1 68.45 4.02 p<.05
Instructions 1 29.94 1.76
Grade X Achievement 1 *5.(6 2.6S p<.20
Grade X Instructions 1 8.28 0.49
Achieve X Instruct. 1 16.47 0.97
Grade X Achieve X Inst. 1 45.65 2.68 p<.20
Error 158 17.02
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Table 7
s'teans and Standard Deviations of Cohesion Scores
Reward Conditions
Seventh Grade Eighth Grade
Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
High Achievement
Equivalent (E) 5.88 3.50 4.79 4.29
Differential (D) 7.22 3.52 4.13 3.73
Low Achievement
Equivalent (E) 7.88 3.22 7.91 3.18
Differential (D) 5.71 3.41 7.00 3.89
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DISCUSSION
Group versus Individual Performance .
In general Ss in a small group discussion conditions performed
better than Ss in the individualistic condition. An analysis of the
simple effects indicates that the equivalent and differential reward
conditions differ from the individualistic condition with Fs of 10.1
and 7*8 respectively. Using Scheffe's technique for accounting for
experimentalise error rate these Fa are both significant with a p<.05.
(Scheffe's procedure t&s used since it provides a more conservative
test of simple effects than other multiple comparison techniques and
is less sensitive to possible violations of normality or of homogeneity
of variance assumptions) . This group superiority is in accord with the
results of several other studies (Shaw, 1932; Husband, 1940; Taylor and
Faust, 1952; Lorge et al, 1965)*
i
In this experiment, however, there was an attempt to limit the
effect of group discussion to communication and influence factors rather
than large heterogeneity among group members. All Ss reported being un-
familiar with genetic principles prior to the study. All Ss received
equal programmed instruction in the requisite facts and principles.
Finally all Ss achieved a score of 9<# or better on a test of these
facts and principles Just prior to problem solving. Thus the level of
knowledge among group members as well as conditions could be assumed to
be relatively equivalent. Furthermore, discussion groups were formed
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of Ss who were on one of six levels of general ability are! achievement
ae determined by the Stanford Science Achievement Test arri the Iona
Basic Skills
-composite score. Thus group aaotoers were relatively homo-
geneous with respect to reading ability, comprehension, reasoning arri
other cognitive skills. A reduction in group member heterogeneity of
skills arri knowledge thus provides a more stringent test of group
superiority.
In addition, Ss in both the small group conditions and the indi-
vidualistic condition were given an equal amount of time on the problems.
However, despite an equal allotment of time, most groups reported being
somewhat rushed while most individuals completed each section of 6 prob-
lems early and t&ited unoccupied for instructions to begin the next
section. This early conpletion probably represented premature incorrect
conclusions since only 3 individuals responded correctly on 18 or more
items out of 24 possible items. The top individual score was 21. In
comparison, 16 Ss in the group conditions achieved a score of 18 or
better inoludir* 2 perfect scores. It is suggested that group discus-
sion may provide the stimulus for a more extended consideration of
possible alternative explanations and thus to error correction.
Age-Grade Differences .
The superiority of small group discussion over individual problem
solvir« is true only for the eighth grade as indicated by the significant
grade by instructions, interaction and demonstrated in Figure 4.
Much of the difference between experimental instructions is ac-
counted for by the eighth grade. In fact, an analysis of the sevsr.tr.
grade alone yields no significant difference due to instructions.
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Furthermore the superiority of the eighth grade over the seventh gr«le
is due to the difference between the two grades in the equivalent reward
condition* The eigith grade equivalent reward condition is significantly
higher than the seventh grade equivalent reward condition (F*8 .95 ,
Scheffe's p<, 05 ). A separate analysis of the cooperative coxdition and
a separate analysis of the individualistic coiriition yielded no differ-
ence between the grades under these instructions. Thus the only differ-
ence between the grades exist in their reaction to the equivalent or
cooperative instructions.
As previously hypothesized, the general differences between
seventh and eighth grade 3s can be classified into two types- cognitive
and socio-emotional . The differences between these two ages with re-
spect to comprehension, reasoning and other general cognitive abilities
necessary for problem solving should be minimal. This is supported by
the similarity of scores for Ss in the individualistic conditions.
However, within this narrow age span of seventh and eighth grade Ss
thers are marked changes in socio-emotional styIs due to differential
growth rates between the sexes in social and physical maturation. The
end of the seventh grade year marks a period of maximum difference
between the sexes—the majority of girls having reached pubescence,
and the majority of boys not. Harris and Tseng (1957) have found a
sharp increase in girls' unfavorable attitude toward boys beginning
in the fifth grade and reaching a peak between sixth and seventh grade.
This corroborates an earlier finding that there is a peak in antagonism
between the sexes at about the sixth and seventh grade primarily because
of girls resentment. (Koch, 19440. Considering this divergence, it is
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q»lt. likaly that at thU .g. it 1. partloulariy difficult to for. .
task-orianted hateroaaxual group with affactlva problem solving com-
nlcation.
rther a r>a lysis of homosexual and heterosexual equivalent
reward groups at both grade levels would be helpful but there are too
few groups per condition to analyse . A casual observation of perform-
ance and group con-position is suggestive however. Of the five hetero-
sexual groups in the seventh grade, high achievement, equivalent reward
condition, four croups showed a mean performance lower than the grand
tnear for all Ss of low and high achievement levels. In addition, these
groups showed lower cohesion scores and larger deviation scores than
average. In contrast, in the eighth grade high achievement, equivalent
reward condition, the only discussion group scoring below the grand mean
on problem solving was an all male group recorded as high in cohesion.
It is certainly suggestive of the fact that group sexual composition
may be an inportant variable in interaction with age-grade level.
Distribution of Rewards in Group Discussion Conditions .
Although in general, groups scored higher in problem solving
than did Individuals there was no significant difference between perform-
ance under the equivalent and the differential reward conditions. This
was true not only comparing all Ss but also a separate analysis on each
grade yielded no significant differences between the two group discussion
conditions in either the seventh or the eighth grade. (FWD.55 and 1.42
respectively.) This is in contrast to findings in several other studies
where the task was assumed to be relatively interdependent. (Hiller and
Hamblin, 1963). There are several possible reasons for this discrepancy.
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Consensus
.
It is first necessary to establish whether or not the distribu-
tion of reward instructions had any effect on the two group discussion
conditions. It is possible that the incentive nay have been too wild
to have any narked effect on behavior. However, a comparison of the
consensus scores of the equivalent (E) awl differential (D) reward
conditions indicated that Ss in the (E) condition showed significantly
greater consensus (less deviation from the group mean) than did the Ss
in the (D) condition. (F=7.17, p<.05 Scheffe) Thus the incentive
conditions were sufficient to produce some degree of conformity versus
divergence giving some validity to the experimental instructions.
Task difficulty .
A second consideration with respect to incentive conditions is
the difficulty level of the task. All test items were previously
selected to be of moderate difficulty (20-8<$ difficulty index corrected
for chance) on the basis of a pretest population of 92 Ss. However, it
was noted that in the experimental population of 275 Ss only 2 Ss re-
ceived a perfect score of 24 correct responses, and only 19 3a received
a total score of 18 or more correct responses. These figures suggested
that the test was somewhat more difficult for the experimental population
than for the pretest population. A post hoc analysis of the difficulty
level of each item for the experimental population yielded only 16 of
the 24 items which were of medium difficulty. (See Appendix IV.) It
would seem that the two populations were not equivalent with the test
being of moderately high difficulty level for the experimental Ss.
The
higher difficulty level of the test produced a ceiling effect
racing
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the variability of most scores to a range of 6 (chance level) to 16.
The net effect of a test with a high rather than aoderate difficulty
level should be to reduoe the effect of ary independent variables.
In addition, a difficult task may be frustrating, thus occasionally
the role of soeial support In group Interaction may become sere in-
portent than problem solvlnge
Cooperation-Competition Definitions.
A third consideration with respect to a comparison of the two
group conditions concerns the definition of the experimental variable
distribution of rewards. In contrast to other research, this variable
of distribution of rewards was more circumscribed than the other defi-
nitions of cooperative and competitive conditions. Deutsch (1949 ) has
larger experimental differences between his cooperative and competitive
conditions in that he has a somewhat different task in each condition
as well as distribution of rewards. In this study the tasks for both
equivalent and differential reward conditions are identical and involve
individual rather than group products for both conditions. Furthermore,
in contrast to Phillips and D*Amico (1956) and others, the amount of
Incentive and the ratio of winners to members is constant for both the
equivalent and differential reward conditions. Perhaps distribution
of rewards (or interdependent incentive) is a less potent variable
than the variable of interdependent means.
As Thibaut and Kelley (1959) and game theory suggest in their
definitions of cooperation and competition, it is necessary to account
for all the outcomes in a situation. A cooperative condition must have
high correspondence of the outcomes of individual members; a competitive
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condition must have negative correspondence of all outcomes. In this
study despite an attempt to simplify the distribution of rewards vari-
ables, there are most likely at least two goals in this task. First,
to complete tne task with some degree of competence or understanlir*
and secondarily to win the reward. Only the second of these goals was
manipulated experimentally, with the (E) corriition having perfect
correspondence and the (D) condition having negative correspondence.
In an ordinary laboratory experiment usir^ pussies or games as tasks
the first goal may be incidental. However, the fact that this experi-
ment was conducted in a science class period as part of the science
curriculum for the year and with the full support and authority of the
regular science instructor, any have enhanced the first goal. A "learn-
ing for learning sake" or a problem solving for the sake of completion
is a goal of undetermined strength. Certainly the Zeigamik effect,
indicating that unfinished tasks are remembered more easily suggests
a goal of completion which is of measurable importance. Such problem
solving motivation is probably stronger in the classroom than in the
laboratory, (Miller and Hamblin, 1963) and stronger in the acquisition
and performance of course related problems than in the performance of
more general or novel pussies and games (Lorge et al, 1958). In this
experiment it was commented that the incentive conditions interfered
with their desire to solve the problems with their friends or various
related complaints indicating their dissatisfaction with the "games-
manship" required by the differential incentive Instructions, collec-
tively they strongly express mixed motives with respect to group commu-
nication.
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Age-grade
.
The fourth and most important consideration with respect to the
similarity of performance in the equivalent arri differential reward
conditions is the previously mentioned difference between the seventh
and eighth grades. The eighth grade equivalent condition was signifi-
cantly higher than the seventh grade equivalent condition (P=8.95,
Scheffe p<.05). Therefore whatever superiority was reflected in the
eighth grade (E) condition was not supported in the seventh grade (E)
condition.
Thus the similarity of equivalent and differential reward condi-
tions in contrast to other studies, may be due to a moderately high
task difficulty level, a more circumscribed definition of cooperative
versus competitive incentives, an additional and equal motive of science
competency, or the low degree of cooperative interaction among seventh
grade heterosexual discussion groups.
Cohesion .
A final consideration must be given to the group cohesion scale.
Semantic differential items such as this have frequently been used on
the basis of face validity to measure group cohesion. (Julian and
Perry, 1964). little evidence is available as to whether such ratings
can be considered as unitary single factor measures or as complex
measures. In this experiment, using Junior high students after only
thirty minutes of group interaction, the results of factor analysis
Indicate support for a single factor interpretation. One factor
ac-
counted for 75.49 percent of the communality (Appendix VIII).
However,
since the Bales hypothesis of a task oriented, and
socio-emotional
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component of group cohesion is frequently cited, a rotation of the
four largest factors was attempted. An obllmin rotation yielded two
factors partially meeting Bales definition (Appendix IX). "Successful"
"productive" "cooperative" and to a lesser extent "helpful" "kiwi" and
"accepting" have high leadings on Factor I. "Friendly", "dose", and
"warm" have high loadings on Factor II. However, since the correlation
between these two reference factors is .42, their existence as separate
factors for this population was highly questionable. Perhaps in brief
interaction with ad hoc groups there is insufficient time to build up
more than a gross evaluation of group functioning. Thus one factor is
sufficient to describe the type of evaluation made in this experiment.
If one factor is indicated, the next question involves whether
this factor is best termed group cohesion. The analysis of variance
of the composite cohesion score indicates only one significant inde-
pendent variable. Low achievement level Ss rated their groups as sig-
nificantly more "Cohesive" than high achievement level Ss . (P=4.02,
p<.05). There are at least two possible explanations for this relation-
ship. This higher rating may be a simple response bias whereby slower
students may be more positive about their interpersonal traits in general.
A second possible reason could be specific to this experiment, iow
achievement level Ss may have experienced more frustration and thus com-
pensated for feelir^s of hopelessness or inadequacy by rating the
group
experience higher. Lott and Lott in their review of cohesion
studies
(1965) conclude that Ss generally increase their cohesion
in response
to frustration or threat. However, they further
conclude that Ss in-
after failure only if they perceived cause ofcrease their cohesion
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f»llup» is some external arbitrary source not their own ineptitude.
Whether this conclusion applies in this experiment is a matter of
nterpretatlon. If this is the case, however, one might term this
scale a cohesion scale.
Implications for future research
.
The evidence in this experiment seems quite clear that
seventh grede students react differently to instructions to work co-
operatively and share a reward than do eighth gnd. students. Further-
more. this is not entirely an isolated finding as Harris am Tseng
<1957) and Koch (1944) using quite different tasks flid greater animo-
sity between the sexes at precisely the sixth and seventh grade level,
with a marked improvement at the eighth grade level. The degree and
generality of this age difference needs further exploration. However,
it seems clear that developmental differences must be accounted for
in small group studies, especially when heterosexual groups are in-
volved.
A second implication concerns the complex nature of cooperation-
competition. In this experiment the definition of cooperative and com-
petitive conditions was limited to the type of distribution of rewards
and tested using appliestional problem solving as the interdependent
task for both group conditions. However the manipulation of the distri-
bution of rewards did not prove to be a potent enough variable to produce
cooperative superiority as predicted. (Miller and Haafelin, 1963). It
is possible that the incentive was not large enough to provide sufficient
motivation. Perhaps this was not the most important aspect of the co-
operative-competitive complex. It is also possible that there were
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other goals, present In the situation but not manipulated, that pro-
vided stronger motivation for the presence or absence of cooperative
discussion behavior. All of this simply underscores the complex nature
of cooperation and competition and the need for further delineation of
the subordinate variables. Laboratory studies which manipulate both
task dimensions (interdependence, difficulty), and goal dimensions
(external and internal incentives, amount of incentive), independently
would clarify this issue.
A further uncertain variable is the issue of group heterogeneity.
In this experiment, there was a deliberate attempt to limit the varia-
bility of knowledge and skills available to group members. Despite
these stringent controls, groups performed better than did individuals.
However, under these controls, cooperative conditions did not exceed
competition. If group process is primarily the result of pooling
diverse individual abilities, the superiority of cooperative groups
may be markedly curtailed when group variability is limited; or con-
versely competitive groups with limited variability between Sa ability
may have little success with competitive behavior. Although the inter-
action of group heterogeneity in group versus individual studies has
been explored (Timmons, 1942) and others cited in lorge et al, 1953).
the relationship between group heterogeneity and cooperative-competitive
conditions is yet to be investigated.
Considering the foregoing implications a final comment on the
contribution of classroom research seems in order. Although the present
study lacks finality of conclusions, it does generate several hypotheses
for testing in laboratory and classroom. Ix>rge (1953) and (1966)
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hav. bemoaned the Jack of "beauty" In «n group probl6B
.olrlr?
research. United to game, and puzzles ln the laboratory. Hllgard
(1964) has euggeated a continuum of search generattng theories of
Instruction ranging from basic laboratory research often using small
animals to classroom research using course content naterlals. He
emphasizes the fact that all points on the continuum feed each other
hypotheses g.neraUzablUty and clarification. Certainly this experi-
ment can be considered an exploration In "reality testing" of laboratory
findings.
SUMMARY
From the complex area of oooperation-competition research
the siRgle variable of distribution of rewards was circled out for
manipulation.
Seventh and eighth grade Ss at two achievement levels were
compared on applicationa1 problem solving under three types of compe-
titive conditions
. Condition (S) Ss worked in three-member cooperative
teams with each team competing for an A project grade against two other
teams. All members of this team would receive equivalent (S), grades.
In condition (D) Ss also worked in three-member groups but with each
S competing with the other two members of his own group. In condition
(I) Ss worked independently with a ratio of one in three Ss receivir^
the grade A reward. 3s in all conditions reported their answers indi-
vidually whether or not they had discussed the problem in a group.
An attempt was made to reduce group heterogeneity by constructing dis-
cussion groups of Ss at the same general ability level and by teaching
•11 Ss the specific facts and skills required in the problems by pro-
grammed instruction and testing of the obtained factual knowledge.
The experiment was conducted in the classroom as part of a regularly
scheduled science assignment.
The results indicated that Ss who worked in groups generally
excelled those who worked independently. This result* however, was
primarily a result of eighth grade group superiority; a result not
5<*
significantly supported In seventh grade parfom.no.
. Develope.nt.1
dlffaranoaa batman the two grades with raapoot to .octal lntereotton
in heterosexual group, were hypothestied to aeoount for th. dlr.rg.no.,
A Airthar raault indicated that Equivalent (E) and Differential
<D) reward conditions did not differ from each other with respwt to
problem solving aocuraoy although the Equivalent condition demonstrated
greater group eonaenaua. Several explanations were suggested. Aaorg
these explanations was the possibility of a «dld lncenUva, the reduced
heterogeneity of discussion groups, the task difficulty, the develop-
raental animosities in heterosexual groups; or the simple fact that
distribution of rewards may not be the most important variable in
previously cited comparisons of cooperation and competition.
High achievement level 3s performed higher than low ability 3s,
but both achievement levels responded similarly to experimental condi-
tions.
A subsidiary analysis of the cohesion scale yielded a unitary
or single factor scale rather than a multi-dimensional scale.
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Footnote*
Verified from Biological Curriculum Study Committee, aiolc
(yellow version)
.
2
Computed on a Control Data 3600, using a University
of Massachusetts library program.
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APPENDIX I
Programed Instruction
HEREDITY
1. Genes
2. Dominant
3. Recessive
4. Phenotype
3* Genotype
Parent 1 Parent 2
child
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I. This if* a program about heredity, that is, about tha traits that
you inherit from your parents. You will learn how livirm thiiwa pasa
on traits to their offsprir*.
P
Those traits that you inherit from your parents at birth are soma-
times called your (1)
Not only people, but all plants and animals produce offspring
something like themselves. Generation after generation, living things
reproduce themselves. Long horn cattle reproduce long horn cattle.
Orange poppies reproduce orange poppies, What makes tha poppy seeds
produce orange poppies rather than white poppies or violets or roses?
kach poppy seed contains microscopic chemical Instructions that
control and limit the plant’s growth Into an adult plant! TKeae
chemical Instructions in all plants and animals are called genes .
Ws call these chemical instructions the (2)
These genes are passed from parent to offspring in the seeds of
the plant or animal. This is what makes the orange poppy seeds pro-
duce orange poppies rather than violets or 1*0808 . It is the genes that
determine heredity .
The chemical instructions in living things which determine heredity
are called (3)
Plants and animals have many characteristics that are determined
by genes. Such characteristics, or traits, are things like eye color,
straight or curly hair, long or short fingers, a floor’s oolor, the
length of a dog’s tail and so forth. For any particular trait, there
are TWO genes in every individual.
For example
,
if we are talking about a child’s eye color, we know
that he has a pair of genes, or (4) genes for eye color.
'{ 1 iow manyi';
We often use letters to stand for the genes. If a capital 3
stands for brown, a boy with brow might have two genes for brown
eyes. We would say his genes were BB.
These letters (BB) stand for two genes for (5)
— (What color 7 )
Genes are best thought of as microscopic chemical
that determine heredity.
(6 )
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XI. For any particular trelt, such as eye Oder, the two .
”"'21 be exactly alike. It Is lapo^ant to taL wheths^thTtwogenes In a pair are alike or different U*
at this pair of genes.
BE
Both genes are for brown ayes, not blue avas orgraan ayes. We will call this a like pair.
Now look at this pair.
bb
A small b stands for blue. Since there are two
b's Just alike, this pair too is a (7) pair.
Sometimes the two genes ara not alike. Look at
this pair.
Bb
This individual has one gene for brown ayes (E)
and one gene for blue ayes (b) • If the two genes in
s pair are different, we call this an unlike pair.
The gene pair Bb is an (8) pair of senes.
~ (llRTuniiV.?)
Are these gens pairs like or unlike?
38 is a (9) pair.
$§ is a (16) pair.
Sc is a (11) pair.
cc is a (12) pair.
III. What determines whether the individual will
have brown or blue eyes? (Remember genes are the
instructions for blue or brawn eyes, not the eyes
themselves
. ) If both genes are for brown eyes, or
both genes are for blue eyes then the answer to the
question is easy. Two like genes fo* brown eyes
produce brown eyes. Two like genes for blue eyes
produce blue eyes.
Two genes for straight hair produce (13)
hair.
however, if the genes in a pair are different,
then one gene will altnys be dominant or controllirw.
xhe gene for the dominant trajj determines what the
ohaiaeteristie will be. The other trait does not
show in the individual.
Brown eyes are alvayy dominant over blue eyes.
Therefore, an individual with one gene for brown
eyes (B) and one gene for blue eyes (b) will have
brown eyes. Both eyes will be brown.
In any unlike pair, the gene for the (14)
(dominant/other)
trait determines what the characteristic will be.
We usually use capital letters for the dominant
trait, look at this gene pair.
Sc
The S stands for straight hair and the c
stands for”curly hair. Since S is the capital
letter, it is the dominant genie. The individual
with this pair of genes will have (15) hair.
The gene for the dominant trait controls what
trait will appear. The other treit does not show in
the Individual. This other trait is called the re-
cessive trait.
Blue is recessive to brown eyes. If an indivi-
dual has one gens for blue eyes and one gene for brown
eyes, the blue will not show. There must always be two
genes for blue eyes for the individual to have blue eyes
.
A recessive trait does not show unless there are
(16) genes for that same trait.
We use small letters for the recessive trait.
Look at tills pair.
Bb
The B stands for a gene for brown eyes and the
b stands for a gens for blue eyes.
The B is the gene for the (17) trait.
(doBinent/receesive)
The b is the gene for the (13) trait.
(dominant /recessive
)
The individual’s eye color will be (19)
Now you know that the gene patterns (2C) and (21)
both produce brown eyes, because brown (5) is dominant.
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14.
dominant
IV. We call what an individual looks like, hisphonotype. If an individual has brown eyas. Illsphenotype fbr eye color la brown.
,
individual has naturally ourly hair, his
type for hair la curly,
ie call the gene pattern of an individual hia
genotype. Wa have already used letters (bb or So)
to represent an individual's genotype for a charac-
teristic •
If an individual has brown eyes, we are not
always sura of his genotype. Hers are two examples.
One person has two identical genes for brown
eyes (BB),
w© would say he had the following phenotype
and genotypes
Phenotype - brown
Genotype - Eg
Another person has on* gene for brown (9) eyes
and one gene for blue eyes (b). Since brown ia
dominant over blue, this person will have brown
eyes also.
His phenotype is
His genotype Is
e
e
The gene pattern of an individual is called his (35) type.
What the individual looks like is called his (2&) type.
What is the genotype and phenotype of the following
individuals
:
Genotype Phenotype
someone with two genes for brown eyes, (z?) brown
someone with one gene for brown
eyes and one gene fbr blue eyee, Bb (26)
someone with two genes for blue eyes, (29a) (2$b)
V, how let's see what actually happens when a new
individual is farad. Look at the following example:
Parent 1 Parent 2
We know that the new individual must have 2 genes
for sye color too. The problem is which genes will
hs have.
When i new individual in formed, the gene pairs
of the parent separate and each reproductive cell
receives only one of the genes from the parent pair.
Then the offspring receives only one of these genes
from eaoh parent. Taking one from each parent he
has two gems altogether.
We can show all the possible combinations of genes
In a box diagram. In the left are the two genes from
Parent 1. On the top are the two genet from Parent 2.
Parent
1
Parent 2
B B
S3 BB
Bb Bb
In the top row are the possible combinations if
we take a large B fro* parent 1. In the bottom row
are the possible combinations if we take a small b
from parent 1* Some of the coafclnations are Just
alike. The only genotype possible in the top row
i» (30 ) . The genotype possible in the
bottom row is (31)
Since the uniting of oells occurs by chance,
one cannot predict exactly which one of the possibili-
ties will occur in a particular child. However, if we
knew the genotype of the parents# we know what is
possible and lupoeslbls and we can predict about how
many will have each genotype in a £raug> of offspring
from the same parents. In the cross between
the
^
parent and the Bb parent the four possible
coui.inpi.onc
were 2 BB anl 2~3b possibilities. Therefore
about
half oftbe offspring will be BB and the other half
will be 3b. It is impossible j or these P^njnts to
have a blue-eyed (bb) child because one of
the parents
TO assail b gene to give to the offspring.
ttovr let's try a cross between two hetero-
zygous parents. Look at tho following charts.
Parent 1 Parent 2
($$> (i^3>
The gene pairs of the parents separate and each
reproductive cell has only one of the genes fro®
the parent. The new Individual Is a combination
of ore gene frora each parent.
B
Parent
1 b
Parent 2
B b
BB Bb
Bb ?
The fourth possible genotype com bination would be
02 ) •
iiov aatny of the four possible combinations would
have brown eyes? (33)
Je can see fro*» this heterozygous cross,
that both brown and blue-eyed offspring are
possible, but the brown-eyed offspring will
probably out-nuabor tho blue-eyed offspring.
ANSvJER
SHEET
(cont.)
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REVIEW
A. On the top of your Review Answer Sheet is & list of words. Pill
in each blank on your answer sheot with one of the words listed.
1. The units responsible for determining heredity of various
characteristics are called (l) »
2. The genes are best thought of as raioroaoopic chemical
3* If both genes for a. single trait (such as eye color) are
different, the pair of genss is said to be an Q) pair.
4. When a new living thing is formed there is chance uniting
of (4) (hew many?) genes.
5. What the individual looks like is called the (5) type.
6. The gene pattern of the individual Is called the (5)‘ type.
7. In the unlike gene pair# a trait that does not show in the
phenotype is called (7) .
S. In the unlike gene pair,' ilse trait that shows in the phenotype
is called (S)
.
B. In the followir^ questions about hair straightness, straight hair
(S) is dominant over curly (c) hair. A like dominant genotype
for this trait would be shown as SS.
9.
What la an unlike genotype for hair straightness 1 (9)
10.
A like genotype fbr the recessive trait would be (10)
In the next three questions# both parents in a family have unlike
gene pairs for hair straightness.
Parent 2
Parent
1
S
o
S c
SS
1
J
11. What are the other possible ©osteinstions for their
offsprii*? (Pill in the box on the answer sheet.)
12. Of the four possibilities in the box above, how
any will be offspring with uhlike gene pairs?
(12)
13. How many will have straight hair? 03)
In another family, one parent has like genss for the recessive
trait (cc) and has curly hair, while the other parent has like
genes for the dominant trait (W) and has straight hair.
14.
What are the four possible offspring 7
9
S
15.
How many of these offspring will have straight hair
(15)
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Class A««
Date
Review Answer Sheet
A. Phenotype
Like
Dominant •
3ene»
Heredity
Instmotions
Gtonotyps
Inliko
Pecesstv©
*>ne
Two
Three
1.
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
ft.
£2322.
B. 9.
10
.
11. S c
SR
12
.
13. —
14. c o
s r^rzii
8 1
15
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Applications! Problem-Solving Teet
Practice Problems
.
’d» usually find out about the gones by vorkiry backward*
from the traits that we can observe. ' «ro Is an example.
A girl has long eyelashes. Her parents and all her brothers
and sisters have long eyelashes. She marries a boy with short eye-
lashes. His sister and both of his parents have short eyelashes
.
This couple has 6 children, all of whom have long eyelashes.
1. From this information, we can say that
A. long lashes is the dominant trait;
B. long lashes is the recessive trait;
C. there is not enough evidence to know if
lor* lashes is the dominant or recessive
trait.
2. If we use a L (or 1) for long lashes and an 8 (or s)
for short eyelashes, the genotype of the mother of
these 6 children might be
A. SS B. 31
C. 11 LL
3. Which one of the following box diagrams might
Ulus
trate this family?
.
3. C -
S L
LS LL
LS LL
8 S
Ls Is
Ls Ls
L S
IX Is
Ls
-
98
L
L s
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Test Problems
.
I. In cattle, a black coat (B) is dominant over red coat (b) and
the hornless condition (H) is dominant over homed (h) . A like
gened, black homed male is mated with a like gened red, hornless
female.
Pick one of these genotypes for each of the next three questions.
A. bbhh D. bbHH
B. BBHH E. BbHh
C. SShh
1. What is the genotype of the male parent?
2. What is the genotype of the female parent?
3. What are the possible genotypes of the offspring?
In mice, a rare gene for yellow (Y) coat is dominant over gray
coat (y) . Also a long tail (T) is dominant over a short tail (t)
.
A yellow short-tailed male mouse with unlike genes for fur color is
mated with a gray long-tailed male mouse with unlike genes for tail
length.
Pick one of these answers for the next three questions.
A. Yytt C. yyTt
B. TyTt D. yytt
4. What is the genotype of the male parent?
5. What is the genotype of the female parent?
6. What are the possible genotypes for the offspring;
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II. In a family history, squares are used to represent miss ard
circles represent females.
Parents
Children
In this diagram, a blackened square or circle shows dark hairt
a white square or circle shows blond hair.
7. These parents have
A. two boys and two girls. C. one boy and one girl.
B. three children. 0. one boy and three girls.
8. Two of the children have dark hair. From this we can say that
A. they inherited two genes for dark hair from their mother.
3. they inherited one gene for dark hair from eaeh parent.
C. there is not enough evidence to know whether they have
two genes or one gene for dark hair.
D. they inherited two recessive genes.
9. From the evidence in this diagram
A. blond hair is definitely recessive.
B. blond hair is definitely dominant.
C. there is not enough evidence to know whether blond
hair la dominant or recessive.
This is another family history showing blond and dark hair
inheritance. A blackened square or circle again shows dark hairi
a white circle or square indicates blond hair.
hwrti
Children
10.
From this diagram, blond hair is
A. definitely dominant. 8 . definitely recessive.
C. unknown. We cannot tell from this diagram
whether blond hair is dominant or recessive.
11.
Osing a large B for the dominant hair color, and a small b
for the recessive hair oolor, the genotype of the blond
child (number 2 in the diagram) is
A. BB B. 9b C. bb D. unknown
12. The genotype of the female parent (rnnber 1) is
C. bb 0 .A. BB B. Bb unknown
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III. This family history shows the inheritance of straight or ourly
tails In three generations of pigs. A black square or circle show
a pig who has a curly tail; a white square or circle shows a pig with
a straight tail.
Grandparents
Parents
Offspring
For each of the following statements, mark the answer sheet with a
T for true if the statement is true and its truth is
supported by the evidence given in the diagram;
F for false if the statement is contradicted by the
evidence given in the diagram; or
0 for unknown if there Is no evidence for deciding
whether the statement is true or false.
13. A curly tail is probably a dominant trait.
14. A curly tail is definitely recessive.
15. Pig number 1 has two like genes for straight tail.
16. Pig nuatoer 3 has unlike genes.
17. Pig number 4 has unliice genes.
18. If ths pigs numbered 2 and 3 were crossed, then about
$• of their offspring would show a ourly tail.
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XV. Thin family history shows ths inherit*no# of long and short
fur in thrs# gonerations of dog brooding.
Grandpar»nts
Parents
Offspring
A darkened square or circle shows long hair* a white one shows
short hair. For each of the following statements mark your answer
sheet with a
T for true.
F for false, or
U for unknown, if the
evidence is Insufficient
19. Long hair la dominant.
20. Long hair is wore likely recessive.
21. Dog number 1 has unlike genes.
22. Dog number 2 has two like genes for long hair.
23. Dog number 3 *»• unlike genes.
24. If the cross between dog nukber 3 and ** h*d produced
many raors offspring, there would be a greater chance
of having some long hair.
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AH3WSR 8«ET
Class
Date
Group
Clrela the correct answer. Fat an X on your second choice answer.
Warm-up practice problea
1. A. B. C.
2. A, B. C. D*
3. A« B. C.
I. 1. A. B.
2. A. B.
3. A. B.
4. A. B.
5* A. fi«
6. A. 3*
C. D. S.
C» D. j£.
Ci Di Si
0. Di S.
Ca Di A#
Cl Di £•
III. 13a T F U
14. T F C
15. t r o
16. T F 0
17. T F 0
18. T F V
II. 7. A. B. C. D.
8. A. B. C. D.
9. A. B. C.
10. A. B. C.
H. A. B. C. D.
12. A. B. C. D.
IV. 19. T F 0
20. T F 0
21. T F 0
22. T F U
23. T F 0
24. T F U
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APPENDIX in
Cohesion Soolo
MI GROUP
FRIENDLY
UNHELPFUL
ENTHUSIASTIC
LCrrS-OF-FUN
NON-PRODUCTIVE
CLOSE
COLD
COOPERATIVE
MEAN
BOMNO
REJECTING
SUCCESSFUL
UNFRIENDLY
HELPFUL
UMETHUSIASTIC
SERIOUS
PRODUCTIVE
DISTANT
WARM
UNCOOPERATIVE
KIND
INTERESTING
ACCEPTING
UNSUCCESSFUL
Would you pick thorn too* ooBbon fop your group in anothor
probloo took.
first oholoo i * « * * * * * * ***
~ conditions
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APPENDIX IV
DIFFICULT! LEVEL OF
PROBLEM SOLVING ITEMS TOR THE EXPERIMENTAL POPULATION
Percent of Sb Robponding Corroctly
(adjusted for ehanoo)
Iton 0-1$* 20-39^ 40-59* 60-6#
2. X
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APPENDIX V
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE
NUMBER OF CORRECT RESPONSES ON MEDIUM DIFFICULTY ITEMS
Source of Variance d.f
.
Mean Square F
Total 274
Grade 1 7.09 1.37
Achievement 1 327.34 63.97 •••
Instructions 2 35.55 6.95 ••
Grade X Achieve 1 9.77 1.91
Grade X Instructions 2 29.19 5.71 **
Achieve X Instruct. 2 1.92 0.38
Grade X Achieve X Inst. 2 10.96 2.14
Error 262 5.12
p<. 001.
•• p<.oo5.
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APPENDIX YI
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE
NUMBER OF CORRECT RESPONSES ON ITEMS IS THE FIRST HALF
OF THE APPLICATIONi PROBLEM SOLVING TEST
Source of Variance d.f
.
Mean Square F
Total 274
Grade 1 13.6? 3.31
Achievement 1 481.48 116.23 •••
Instruction* 2 19.38 4.68 ••
Grade X Achieve 1 2.20 0.53
Grade X Instructions 2 28.32 6.34 ••
Achieve X Instructions 2 2.70 0.65
Grade X Achieve X Inst. 2 0.66 0.16
Error 262 4.14
••• p/*001.
•• p<*01.
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APPENDIX VII
AMAJLXSI3 OF VARIANCE OF TK£
WJMBSR OF CORRECT RESPONSES OK ITEMS IK THE SECOJC HALF
OF THE APPLICATIONS PROBIKM SOLVING TEST
Source of Variance d.f. Mean Square r
Total 274
Grade 1 4.32 1.04
Achievement 1 2.36 C.57
Instructions 2 7.49 1.81
Grace X Achievement 1 9.15 2.21
Grade X Instructions 2 3.92 0.95
Achieve X Instruct. 2 1.7C 0.41
Grade X Achieve X Inst. 2 4.92 1.19
Error 262 4.15
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appftoix virr
PKIfiJCIPAL FACTOR ANALYSIS OF COHESION SCAIE TTF.VS
UEROYATB) MATRIX
IteWS Factor I Factor n Factor ITT Victor
IV
Friendly 0.701 -0.335 0.230 -0.058
Helpful 0.713 0.120 -0.341 -0.265
&Ythual&8tiC 0.687 -0.031 -0.147 -0.223
Lots-of-fun 0.186 -0.369 -0.109 0.066
Productive 0.764 0.403 -0.004 0.146
Close 0.635 -0.324 -0.300 0.234
War* 0.635 -0.352 -0.095 -0.137
Cooperative 0.317 0.232 0.033 -0.251
Kind 0.779 0.033 0.343 -0.035
Interesting 0.651 -0.263 0.348 -0.065
Accepting 0.740 0.042 0.205 0.308
Successful 0.712 0.434 -0.011 0.129
Chosen 0.737 -0.029 -0.279 0.158
Trace - 3.315
Sim of Squares 6.194 0.971 0.661
0.456
Percent of
Coircaunality 74.49 11.67 7.96
5.43
emulative
94.12
Percent of
Corarunality 74.49 86.16
99.60
Percent of
Varianoe 47.65 7.46 5*09
3.51
APPENDIX IX
06LIMIN rotation or THK
PRINCIPAL FACTORS ANALYSIS OT OOHBSIOK SCAI* ITIvi-S
Items lector I ^ctor II
Friendly 0.^57 0.557
rfelpful 0.533 0.134
Enthusiastic 0.463 0.266
Lota -of-fun -0.130
0.411
Productlv» 0.825
-0.114
Close 0.219 0.523
War® 0.211
•3.556
Cooperative 0.741
0.065
Kind 0.577
0.234
Interesting 0.273
0.472
Accepting 0.552
' 0.216
Successful 0.810
-0.161
Chosen 0.500
0.281
Sue of Squares
*V Matrix—row vectors
3.533
are orUri*** length
1-596


